In this paper, we present a fast 3D motion parameter estimation approach integrating the depth information acquired by a stereo camera head mounted on a mobile robot. Afterwards, the resulting 3D motion parameters are used to generate and accurately position motion vectors of the generated depth sequence in the 3D space using the geometrical information of the stereo camera head. The proposed approach has successfully detected and estimated predefined motion patterns such as motion in the Z direction and motion vectors pointing to the robot which is very important to overcome typical problems in autonomous mobile robotic vision such as collision detection and inhibition of the ego-motion defects of a moving camera head. The output of the algorithm is part of a multi-object segmentation approach implemented in an active vision system.
INTRODUCTION
3D motion interpretation has evolved into one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. The process of detecting moving objects as well as the estimation of their motion parameters provides a significant source of information to better understand dynamic scenes. The motion in computer vision is related to the change of the spatio-temporal information of pixels. Computing a single 3D motion from a 2D image flow by finding the optimal coefficient values in a 2D signal transform suffers from ambiguous interpretations concerning 3D motion especially motions in the Z direction. On the other hand, one of the main challenges facing the segmentation of 3D multi-moving objects in an active vision system is the segmentation of an incoherent MVF into partitions in reasonable computation time. This especially proved to be difficult when moving objects are partially visible and not connected. Hence, it is important to detect, estimate, and segment the MVF independently from a predefined spatial coherence such as object contours generated from image segmentation approaches. Such methods are dependent on a group of features which could be affected by the continuous environment change in a dynamic scene, e.g., the results of the color-based segmentation approaches could be affected by illumination changes.
Yet, some of these 3D motion estimation and segmentation approaches require a pre-defined 3D model before the surface projection model or prior segmentation information (Schmudderich et al., 2008) , which is considered a vital drawback in the autonomous robotic field where unpredicted scenarios and model geometry may exist. Moreover, they did not address the multi-moving non-rigid objects problem where several objects could be occluded in different depth levels (Kim et al., 2010) . Furthermore, integrating the depth information provides accurate estimation for motion in the z direction even for a static vision system which is not applicable to monocular systems (Li et al., 2008; Ribnick et al., 2009 ). Another aspect that should be taken into consideration is the computation speed as active vision applications require fast algorithms to act realistic in such a dynamic environment.
In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed to enhance the computational speed of the motion segmentation approach presented in (Shafik and Mertsching, 2008) by integrating the depth information in the 3D motion parameters estimation process. Hence, the search space has been reduced to be five dimensions which represent the rotation around the x, y, and z axes and translation in the direction of the x− and y−axis. The geometrical information of the mobile robot and the mounted stereo camera head has been taken into consideration in order to accurately position the motion vectors in the 3D spatial domain. The resulting 3D MVF provide the ability to detect and estimate any predefined motion patterns which is vital for predicting any possible collision not only with the robot but with any objects in the observed 3D environment. The disparity map is generated using a segmentbased scan line stereo algorithm presented in (Shafik and Mertsching, 2009) which is fast and independent of the GPU power (needed for other applications). The research presented in this paper is intended to be included in active vision applications (Ali and Mertsching, 2009; Aziz and Mertsching, 2009) . In order to analyze those applications in a scalable complex scene, a virtual environment for simulating a mobile robot platform (SIMORE) is used (Kotthäuser and Mertsching, 2010) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an account of the related work to the proposed method, while section 3 describing in details the proposed algorithm. Section 4 discusses the results of experiments and evaluates the outcome of the proposed method, and finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
In (Massad et al., 2002; Shafik and Mertsching, 2007) , a 3D motion segmentation approach is conceptually able to handle transparent motion which describes the perception of more than one velocity field in the same local region of an image despite the pixelconnectivity of objects where motion parameters are used as a homogeneity criterion for the segmentation process.Other approaches in this context assume that each segment represents a rigid and connected object such as (Gruber and Weiss, 2007) where 2D nonmotion affinity cues are incorporated into 3D motion segmentation using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. In the Expectation step, the mean and covariance of the 3D motions are calculated using matrix operations, and in the Maximization step the structure and the segmentation are calculated by performing energy minimization. In (Sotelo et al., 2007 ) the ego-motion problem has been handled using a stereo vision system where feature points (basically road lane markings) are matched between pairs of frames and linked into 3D trajectories. However, the estimated parameter is only the vehicle velocity. Recently, many works have concentrated on the study of the geometry of dynamic scenes by modeling dynamic 3D real world objects (Rosenhahn et al., 2007; Yang and Wang, 2009) where the projected surface of a 3D object model and the data of a previously estimated 3D pose are used to generate a shape prior to the segmentation process. The goal of 2D-3D pose estimation is to estimate a rigid motion which fits a 3D object model to 2D image data. Choosing which features are used for the object model is very important to determine the 3D pose by fitting the selected feature to corresponding features in an image. In this case, the feature is the object surface with the object silhouette which implements 2D non-motion affinity cues generated from object segmentation. (Hasler et al., 2009 ) suggested a texture model based method for 3D pose estimation. Contour and local descriptors are used for matching, where the influence of the features is automatically adapted during tracking. This approach has shown its ability to deal with a rich textured and non-static background as it has shown robustness to shadows, occlusions, and noise in general situations overcoming the drawbacks of the single features. However, the use of several cameras from different angles is necessary for the estimation of 3D object positions which is not the case for a single mobile robot. Another application for motion segmentation and 3D modeling (Yamasaki and Aizawa, 2007) for consecutive sequences of 3D models (frames) represented as a 3D polygon mesh has conducted the motion segmentation by analyzing the degree of motion using extracted feature vectors, while each frame contains three types of data such as coordinates of vertices, connection, and color.
On the other hand, using the spatial coherence as in (Pundlik and Birchfield, 2006; Taylor et al., 2010) requires prior information of the object geometry. Such information is mainly based on a predefined assumption of spatial constraints or detecting certain groups of feature points which in the case of our autonomous system are not available. In addition, implementing such constraints leads to image segmentation rather than segmenting the generated MVF based on its motion parameters.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this part, the functionality of the proposed algorithm will be described. In a neural system for interpreting optical flow (Tsao et al., 1991) , the computation of a 3D motion from a 2D image flow or a motion template finds the optimal coefficient values in a 2D signal transform. The ideal optical motion υ opt caused by motion of a point
where e i (x, y) represents the six infinitesimal generators in form of a 2D vector field.
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and for rotation :
Integrating the depth information into the 3D motion parameters estimation process reduces the search space to 5D where the parameter coefficient of the translation in z direction c 3 will equal the depth difference between two consecutive disparity maps:
where d t i is the depth of point P i (x, y,t) and d t+1 i is the depth of its correspondence point P i (x + δx, y + δy,t + 1) determined by the motion vector V f (i) generated using a fast variational optical flow approach (Bruhn et al., 2005) . Before the estimation approach starts, a noise reduction process is applied to the input MVF in order to limit the estimation process to the valid vectors only. Then, a motion segments class is initialized where every segment contains the motion parameters information c(ξ i ) of the attached motion. The segmentation process considers the whole MVF representing one motion at the first iteration.
A validation process is applied to each unprocessed vector υ ε=0 k , ε ∈ {1, 0} in order to detect whether it belongs to the same motion or not by measuring the vector difference ϑ f k between the estimated vector and the actual input vector.
where τ ϑ f min is the minimum threshold that a vector difference should pass in order to consider an estimated vector υ ε=0 k belonging to the current motion segment ξ i generated by the motion parameters c(ξ i )
For an image point p m , the update process starts by estimating the motion parameters c(p m ) using the following error function 
The estimation process is re-applied after the exclusion of vectors that do not belong to the same motion. Fig. 1 demonstrates the result of motion segmentation of two different synthetic motions.
3D Representation of Motion Parameters
The visualization difference between a projected 3D point into a 2D plane using the equations proposed in (Tsao et al., 1991) and the 3D homogeneous transformation matrix resulting from multiplying the current 3D spatial position and the perspective matrix must be taken into consideration. Hence, in order to represent a similar visualization of the projected 3D point in the real 3D spatial domain using the OpenGL libraries, transformation functions have to be applied to estimate the OpenGL transformation matrix coefficients (t x ,t y ,t z for translation motion and θ x , θ y , θ z for rotation motion) from the pre-estimated 3D motion parameter coefficients of the projected motion c i (eq. no. 1). The projective transformation requires an external calibration of the camera geometry to obtain the scale information (Ribnick et al., 2009 ). The translation in the x and y direction will be equal to the pre-estimated 3D motion parameters c 1 , c 2 , while the translation in the z direction and the rotation motions involve the perspective information of the OpenGL Frustum function. In OpenGL, a 3D point in eye space is projected onto the near plane (projection plane) using the following transformation matrix:
x e y e z e w e    (7) Hence the translation in z direction t z will be
where x s ∈ [−1, 1] is the normalized value of the x e location on the near plane, k is a scaling factor.
In order to estimate the rotation parameters such as the rotation about the z axis θ z , the following transformation matrix has to be used:
the value of x derived from eq. no. 3 will be used.
e 6 (x, y) = −y x y = y s k x = x e − c 6 y s k (10) from eq. no. 7 and 9:
from eq. no. 10 and 11 : Fig. 2 demonstrates the rotation around the z axis using the rotation parameter coefficient c 6 from (eq. no. 3) and the transformed rotation parameter θ z from (eq. no. 12).
The same procedure is applied for the estimation of the rotation parameters θ x and θ y : 
3D Representation of Motion Vectors
In order to estimate the metric values of the disparity maps, the distance between the stereo cameras b and the focal length f has to be known. Stereo algorithms search only a window of disparities where the range of determined objects is restricted to some interval called the Horopter. The search window can be moved to an offset by shifting the stereo images along the baseline and must be large enough to encompass the ranges of objects in the scene. Hence, the determined depth value d will be:
where x r − x l is the disparity value. The representation of a vector in the 3D domain requires the 3D spatial information of its two points P i 1(x, y, z) and P i 2(x ′ , y ′ , z ′ ):
For an accurate 3D representation of the 2D MVs, U i and V i are functions of the depth information: 
where the u i and v i are the 2D generated MV components. Fig. 3 represents the error resulting from using the 2D MV components u i and v i in the estimation of x ′ and y ′ values of a 3D motion parameters c = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) representing translation in the x and z direction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the result of applying the proposed approach to two different data sets will be presented. In order to correctly test and analyze the result of the proposed algorithm, a virtual environment simulating a mobile robot in a scalable complex scene is used. In this environment the simulated robot is in front of a stable cube, a moving cone, and a size changeable ball. The direct 3D representation of disparity maps generated from the stereo image sequences without taking into consideration the perspective transformation results in falsely positioning the MVF in the 3D spatial domain. Fig. 4 demonstrates the error of a direct 3D representation of disparity maps where the disparity values belonging to the scene ground are falsely located along the y axis, and the result of the proposed 3D MVF representation where the MVs belong to the same scene ground are correctly positioned.
The second data set is representing a real stereo image sequence squired from a stereo system mounted on a moving car 1 . The proposed approach has successfully modeled the 3D spatiotemporal in- formation from the generated depth maps as shown in fig. 5 .
The proposed approach for 3D MVFs representation is very important to the 3D motion segmentation process, especially where the scene ground is heavily textured which results on generating reasonable amounts of MVs. Such MVs of the scene ground should not interfere with other MVs in the 3D motion segmentation process, otherwise false results will be generated. The accurate positioning of such MVs gives the ability to easily detect and eliminate them before starting the process of 3D motion segmentation.
Furthermore, detecting a predefined motion pattern as shown in fig. 6 has been achieved where the cone is moving to the left while the robot is slowly moving forward and the ball size is increasing, and also in fig. 5 where the mounted stereo system is moving forward. The MVs that present the translation in the z direction (which describes possible upcoming object movement) are represented in yellow. In the first data set, the MVs representing the expanding size of the ball have been detected as a possible collision, while in the second data set, the detected possible collision were the upcoming car as well as the tree behind it and some part of the background scene.
On the other hand, the proposed approach has a significant reduction of the total number of iterations required for the 3D motion segmentation process which leads to a noticeable computational time improvement. Fig. 7 shows the progression of the root mean square error E k (c(p m )) over the total iteration (c(p m ) ) over the total iteration steps k of the previously represented synthetic MVF for the proposed depthintegrated algorithm compared to the segmentation approach in (Shafik and Mertsching, 2008). steps k of the previously represented synthetic MVF for the proposed algorithm compared to the segmentation approach in (Shafik and Mertsching, 2008) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a fast depth-integrated 3D motion parameter estimation approach which enhanced the overall computation time of a 3D salient-based motion segmentation algorithm. In addition, the presented 3D motion parameters representation algorithm has taken into consideration the perspective transformation and the depth information to accurately position motion vectors of the generated depth sequence in the 3D space using the geometrical information of the stereo camera head. Moreover, the proposed approach has successfully detected and estimated predefined motion patterns describing important 3D motions such as movements toward the robot which is very helpful in detecting possible future collisions of moving objects with the robot.
